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About This Game

Your goal is to confront and destroy the Demon and locate the lost
Crown of Peace. You will roam your once-beautiful land, routing out

the Demon's hateful minions, solving the mysteries of the fortress,
and moving ever closer to your final encounter with the Demon. Summon

your courage and raise your sword for a fight to the death.
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Features:

7 Levels: At the Gates; Underdark, a cavern realm of molten lava;
Chambers of Torment, the dungeons of the fortress; The Commoners Quarters;

Garden of Eternity, the fortress courtyard; The King's Quarters; The Dragon's Den

Wage war with swords, axes, magic, and explosive weaponry through nine quests, seven
levels and five sublevels of the ultimate hack-and-slash action.

Fight for your clan and your world as one of four unique characters each possessing
distinct skills and abilities.

Casts spells, unravel puzzles, interact with extraordinary characters and destroy evil incarnate.

When you launch Clans, you will see a window pop up:

"Please insert the CLANS CD! Hit OK when done, or Cancel if you don't want any music."

This is an olde school Diablo type game, back in the days when games were run with the CD inserted. The interesting feature of
this particular game is that the

contents of the original CD contained only the music for the game. What this means is that you can put ANY music CD into
your CD player and the game will play it! If you don’t want to have music playing, simply hit ‘Cancel’ and the game will launch.

Have fun!

The original CD audio has been added to the game files. If you want to hear the original soundtrack, you will have to navigate to
your Steam directory where the game files for Clans reside. You will find a folder called "Clans music", and the audio files are

in there. Then you will have to burn an audio CD and put into your CD drive.
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Computerhouse
Publisher:
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another atari game on steam
#Sad. You can take this review and apply it to all the games in this series.

Pros

1. The emulation is good minus some weird sound issues when starting each play. This went away after a few seconds.

Cons:

1. I had trouble with the menus working with the Analog Stick. It would continue to scroll even when I let go of the stick.

2. Terrible presentation: The bezels are garish, The menus are ugly and there is no way to make the gme fit your screen in
horizontal mode, you will need to tilt your monitor to vertical to get a bigger play field.

My Takeawy:

I paid 6 bucks for the four games in Namco's arcade series (Pac-Man, Ms Pac Man, Galaga and Dig Dug) because I love these
games. If this is the only version you can get then I recomended you get these on sale. Otherwise there are way better presented
editons that include these that I would get.. So I have been playing VR for a little over a month now on my oculus rift.
Everytime I view a new game or experience I feel like I'm part of some large experiment. The way we use VR and the way VR
is evolving is beyond anything I could have imagined and I have a hard time explaining it to anyone who hasn't experienced it
yet. I often feel like I'm one VR experience away from a total mental breakdown however and I'm starting to question what the
long term effects on the human brain will actually be.

I've experienced Cosmic Sugar for maybe 30 minutes and I am totally convinced that I would probably pay 800 dollars just to
know that I can do that anytime I want. I can't wait to tell all my friends that I can show them what its like to be God.

I am so very very excited about the future of VR but I am also so very very afraid. The future is far weirder and way more
insane that anyone could have ever predicted. Donald Trump is president and I can manipulate particles with my hands. I love
it.. Great translation of the Souls formula to VR. Gameplay feels solid and the world is very immersive. If you have a VR
headset and are a fan of Souls/Bloodborne, buy this one and support a great dev. You'll have a wonderful relaxing time sitting
around a bonfire with Solaire's cousin, when not getting mercilessly murdered in a dark oppressive world and scared to death by
its inhabitants.. Pizza Connection 2 with a few features missing. Instead you get a few new features and better graphics.I am
satisfied, it's pretty much what you can expect from a successor at such a low price.. A creative puzzle game THAT WORKS
ON LINUX!. There's nothing here that makes this version stand out above the free flash version published a while ago. I
definitely wouldn't mind paying for a sequel, but this is honestly the same game as before. The "three new characters!" are just
reskins with no new mechanics or even different stats. You won't be out much money if you buy this, but it isn't really worth
playing if you've played the flash version already.. This game had a very good idea, but a very poor execution. It's by all means
functional and playable, but actually how much enjoyment can you get from this game? Every satellite looks the same, theres no
different cosmetic changes or anything except for the icon colors from the map portion. Every mission in essence is the same
exact things, either with different tools or locations where you have to painstakingly change your satellite's orbit or launch a new
one. You can research upgrades that give your satellites a little more longevity. In the end, it's pretty repetative and offers very
little in the way of goals. Is it worth its price? Well, as far as graphics and the actual looks of the game goes, maybe. I'd be able
to recommend it if it had a little more to offer. Games like Kerbal Space Program are better in my personal opinion.
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ing♥♥♥♥♥♥game i bought the DLC and the character that i bought from the money is'n better anything than the free
characters the enemy 100% know what i gonna choose at the 24th enemy is ♥♥♥♥ing hard i can't K.O him about after 20
♥♥♥♥ing try, with the best character 1000 Game money... Meh nothing special. this game is great i remeber when the game
was on game jolt me and my nephew were playing this all night we had so much fun.. The developers of this game definitely
deserve money for their free game, and this DLC is a great way of giving it to them.. i like this game,,, easy the get achivement.
All-time great game that would be fun even today if it got a remastered version. This re-release does nothing. The max res is
1600x1200, fullscreen doesn't work (only windowed). Default controls are balls, you have to change them all. There's a user
made patch that lets you set a custom res but anything higher than the max makes it run horribly. Oh well it could be worse I
could be a liberal.. 5.9/10 UI is clunky. I'm not fan of the writing, story, art, and design choices. However, it's a great strategy
war sim rpg something and the mechanics around all of that work very well. I think they work so well that If those other
elements were polished and shined up to just being average my rating would be much closer to a 9/10.

Personally...I'd cut everything that has to do with wandering around town "exploring" what amounts to be a bunch of menu
options that you have to wander around to find. I think the game would work better if you just went to a town screen with menu
options. You could keep the maps for the fights and the worldview map...but as of now the town phase is just painful to get
through. I know those levels took some time to design and there's some good work in there for sure and I hate to say cut out
something I'm sure took time to create...but the game just doesn't flow very well as it is IMO.

I'd guess just doing that would bump my rating up to a 7.3/10. (not that the devs are living and dying on my completely arbitrary
and often random grading scale...but maybe the should? nope probably not just FYI)

. Wow, this game was the first game that I played as a kid that really got me into gaming. Still amazing!! The game is now 20
years old and it still is "advanced". The stratagy is simple yet can be hard, the diplomacy with the other players. Your cities
grow, and you have to take care of them. 20 years ago it didnt get any better than this. And even today, its stil fun to pick up and
play now and then. That concept of still being able to enjoy it 20 years later is the mark of a good game

9/10. If you like logic games this would be a nice addition to your Steam library. Reccomended!. If we are being honest. The
only reason 80% of people that buy this game is Custom Zombies. So to quickly answer the question before it is asked, yes
Custom Zombies makes this game worth $80 alone. (STILL WOULDN'T MIND A PRICE DROP ACTIVISION!!) But the
Multiplayer is also great fun if you don't take it to seriously and the campaign has... some great potential drinking games...

overall 8\/10 gud game, train go boom
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